Ahoy there, Matey!

After a voyage filled with pillaging and plundering, The Jaded Jewel—a pirate
ship captained by Redbeard, an old but dangerous pirate—is docked in a cove
near Port Royal. As the pirates head into town to celebrate their homecoming and
spend their gold and goods, a night of turmoil and trouble is sure to transpire.

Join us for a night of mutiny, murder and mayhem.

Murder Among
The Mateys
Rules At The Salty Sea Dog
Whether this is your first murder mystery experience or your fortieth, each murder
mystery experience is different and has different rules pertaining. Here are some tips
to review to help make sure the night is an unforgettable experience.

Read Your Character Sheet–This contains your identity and all the information
you will need to play your part.

Don’t Reveal Everything About Your Character–While there are many things
that everyone needs to know about you, there are some things that should remain
secret. Use your discretion as to not give too much away--you may find out at the
party that you are the killer indeed!

Dress The Part–It’s a proven fact that the more into character you are, the easier

it will be for you to truly enjoy all the aspects of the night. In addition, it adds to the
excitement, the photo opportunities, and your chance to be voted best dressed. Please
see www.nightofmystery.com for costume ideas.

Review The Port Royal Preview–Included in this invite will be The Port Royal Preview. Be sure to look over The Preview–it includes background information on the other
guests attending the party. This information may come in useful the night of the party.

As the night quickly steers out of control, one guest meets a tragic demise and
ends up in Davy Jones’ Locker leaving the rest of the party goers to bring the
guilty to the gallows.
Is the culprit the profiteering pirate organizing a mutiny? Or, the saucy sea mistress who wanted more than a casual commitment? The perpetrator could be the
swashbuckling swordsman desperate to win the love of the governor’s daughter, or
possibly the treasure seeking seaperson incapable of sharing.
In a harbor village filled with backstabbers and buccaneers looking to get ahead,
there is little reward for honesty and a high price to pay for deceit.

A night of seamen, secrets and scallywags
await you at The Salty Sea Dog.

Please join us at The Salty Sea Dog on
Be sure to arrive between the hours
of
and
The Salty Sea Dog is located at
Any questions, please contact

Use Your Money Creatively–Upon arrival, you will receive some money to spend

any way you choose. Bribery and blackmail are two of the most common uses we
found (and highly encouraged). The wealthiest player at the end of the night will also
receive an award for their ability to turn a profit.
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